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Summary: 

During а supersonic expansion in а Laval nozzle the flow undergoes а rapid change of state, i.e. 

the temperature will drop suddenly, typicallywith а rate of the order 1os to 106 Ks-1. If а 

condensaЬle component is present, through nucleation and condensation this component will 

form а droplet cloud. Тhе formation of this droplet cloud will lead to а consideraЬle amount of 

heat release into the fl.ow. If this amount is more than the flow can absorb in а steady state, the 

fl.ow will become unsteady. Тhis may cause shock waves to travel upstream and downstream. 

Тhese shock waves are the subject of interest of this report. Тhese shocks have been visualised 

using both high-speed photography and holographic interferometry. Furtheпnore, а non-linear 

model is proposed to predict the effects of the unsteady heat release, in particular the speed of 

the upstream disturbance. It is shown that this speed of propagation is а determinate factor for 

the oscillation frequency. Finally, the experimental results are compared with а numercal 

simulation. 

Тhе upstream moving shock wave is found to Ье much stronger than the downstream one. Тhis 

upstream wave decreases in strength as it travels into the subsonic region. Тhе local Mach 

number at the position where the shock waves originate is between Morfin = 1.05 for high relative 

humidities and Morfin = 1.15 for low relative humidities. 
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Chapter 1: lntroduction 

1. 1 General /ntroduction 

CompressiЫe flows in nozzles are characterised Ьу rapid and relative large changes in pressure 

and temperature in а short time. Typical cooling rates of gas dynamic nozzles gaboratory scale) 

are of the order of 105 to 106 Ks-t. Steady compressiЬle flows are determined Ьу the choking 

condition, which means that the isentropic flow through the nozzle attains а maximum mass flux 

in the nozzle. Тhis maximum mass flux corresponds with а Mach number of unity in the throat 

of the nozzle. When the gas contains condensaЬle components or is itself condensaЬle, the 

expanding gas may rapidly enter into а state of high supersaturation, and а droplet cloud is 

fonned due to homogeneous nucleation and condensation. Supersonic expansion flows in moist 

air, with water vapour as the condensaЬle component, тау show а substantial release in latent 

heat if the vapour mass fraction is high enough. For а given flow Mach number and mass flux 

the rate of heat that can Ье added to the flow has а maximum. Тhis effect is called 'thennal 

choking'. 

If due to nucleation and condensation this maximum is exceeded, upstream disturbances are 

generated, shock waves, such that the physical constraints are satisfied. For some flow 

conditions, which depend on the nozzle geometry, а steady state flow cannot exist, the flow 

becomes oscillatory and propagating shocks are generated. 

Both these stationary and unsteady shock waves will Ье discussed in this thesis. Two different 

measurement methods have been used in studying these shock waves. At first shadowgraph 

measurements were done with а high-speed camera in order to make 'real time' recordings of the 

flow. Due to the insensitivity of these shadowgraph measurements only strong density changes, 

which are called shocks, will Ье recorded. Тhе second method used is holographic interferometry, 

which is а very sensitive method to visualise density fields. The limitation of this method though 

is it only takes one 'picture' of the density field. 

Тhis research project is related to а research and development project at STORК SPE ш 

Amsterdam. Тhе aim of this project is to develop the 'CONDI' cyclone, which separates 

condensaЬle gases from а mixture Ьу means of phase separation. An example of such а system, 

named 'Тwister', has been tested at Slochteren, where natural gas is pumped up. This natural gas 

is actually а mixture of different components. One of these components is water, which is 

recognised as а pollutant and has to Ье separated from the gas. 

Тhis first chapter will give а brief introduction on the theory of compressiЬle gases. Furthennore, 

the theory of homogeneous nucleation and droplet growth is discussed and finally, the numerical 

model is briefly treated. The second chapter discusses an exact solution for non-linear wave 
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ClJapt:er 1: Int:rrxiиaion 

foпning as а result of sudden heat release in а flow through а duct with а constant cross-section. 

The third chapter describes the experimental set-ups used and the experiments done during the 

studying of the phenomena that occur in the nozzle. In chapter four the results of the 

experiments will Ье presented and finally in chapter five conclusions will Ье made and some 

recommendations done. 

1.2 lsentropic flow in а Laval nozzle 

ln order to explain the complex phenomena occurring in expanding compressiЬle flows а brief 

introductory theory on the one-dimensional, isentropic (this means adiabatic and frictionless) 

flow of а perfect gas through а Lмnozzle is presented (see figure 1.1) [GDl]. 

А Laval nozzle is а converging/ diverging duct with а minimum cross-section in the throat. This 

variation in the cross-section causes а change in the flow parameters such as velocity, pressure, 

density and temperature. The extent to which these parameters change depends on the local 

Mach number defmed а the local speed v divided Ьу the local speed of sound с, 

(1.1) 

The flow is called sиhюпК when the Mach number is smaller than unity v < с. When v >с the flow 

is called supersanir::. The speed of sound is defined as the square root of the derivative of the 

pressure to the density at constant entropy: 

For а perfect gas this equation yields: 

c=~yRT, 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where у is the ratio of the specific heats and R is the specific gas constant. For а perfect gas the 

specific gas constant is the diff erence between the specific heats: 

(1.4) 

R=cp -cv. (1.5) 

Now consider а control volume as shown in figure 1.1. Conservation of mass leads to: 

dp + dA + dv =О 
р А v ' 

(1.6) 

where р is the density, А is cross-sectional area and v the speed of the flow. The Euler equation 

also holds and will Ье used in the f orm: 

1 dv 
-=-v-
p dp' 

(1.7) 
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where р is the pressure. Combining equations (1.6) апd (1.7) with the definitions of the Mach 

number апd the speed of sound, yields а relation between the speed of flow апd the cross

sectional area: 

dv 1 dA 
=--- (1.8) 

v М2 -1 А . 

If the flow is subsonic (М < 1) throughout the nozzle, dv and dA have ап opposite sign, which 

meaпs that the flow accelerates in the convergent part of the nozzle апd decelerates in the 

divergent part. Тhе largest velocity occurs at the throat with cross-sectional area AtЬmtt. 

Тhе second possibility is that the flow is supersonic (М > 1) everywhere in the nozzle. Now dv 

апd dA have the same sign. Тherefore the flow decelerates in the convergent part of the nozzle 

апd accelerates in the divergent part. So now the lowest speed occurs at the throat. 

Тhе third possibility is that the flow chaпges from subsonic to supersonic or vice versa. Тhе 

situation М = 1 сап only occur where dA = О, that is in the throat. Тherefore in isentropic flow 

the throat is the only place where sonic speed сап occur. 

Г ... ".····:А+dА 

! !p+dp 
р i ip+dp flow direction 
v ! !v+dv 
т 1 IT+dT 
М ! !M+dM 

; ............. .: 

Athmtt 

Figure 1.1: Lcrwl nozzk 

If the flow is decelerated to zero speed isentropically the resulting flow properties are called 

stagnatian pra/X?Yties. In а steady, isentropic flow these properties remain constaпt апd will therefore 

Ье used to couple the local properties to the local Mach number. Ву definition the stagnation 

enthalpy ho is given Ьу: 

1 
h0 =h+-J. 

2 
(1.9) 

Тhis meaпs that the stagnation enthalpy at а point is the sum of the static enthalpy h of the fluid 

апd the kinetic energy at the same point. For а perfect gas the enthalpy сап Ье written as: 

(1.10) 
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where ер is the specific heat at constant pressure and Т the local temperature. Combining (1.9) 

and (1.10) gives us а relation between То and Т: 

JYo = T +-. 
2сР 

Since for а perfect gas the following relations hold 

J- = M 2';RT, 

- ';R 
ер---, 

у-1 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

the ratio between the static and stagnation temperature can Ье written in teпns of the local Mach 

number: 

т 1 
(1.14) =-----

То l+r-lм2. 
2 

All the other properties can now easily Ье derived from the isentropic relations for а perfect gas: 

_}'_ .3z_ 
рос Pr ос yr-1 ос cr-1 . (1.15) 

Thus we find: 

р ( r -1 2 )-r~1 -= 1+--М 
Ро 2 , 

(1.16) 

1 

р ( у-1 2)-у-1 
-= 1+--М , 
Ро 2 

(1.17) 

-- 1 . с~ Со 1+ у~ М2 
(1.18) 

Equation 1.14 can also Ье written in its diff erential f опn as: 

dT dT0 (r-1)M 2 dM 
-=---
т То 1 + r -1 м2 м · (1.19) 

2 

Consider that for an isentropic flow dTo = О, this equation, together with the differential foпn of 

the definition of the Mach number for а perfect gas, 

dM dv 1 dT 
= м -;;-2-т· 

(1.20) 

can Ье substituted in equation 1.8 to give а relation between the local Mach number and the local 

cross-sectional area: 

dM 
1 + r-1 м2 

2 dA 
М2 -1 А 

(1.21) = 
м 
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Since the cross-sectional area can Ье expressed as а function of the axial co-ordinate, using 

equation (1.21) one can calculate the relation between the local Mach шunber and the axial co

ordinate. Once this relation is known the other flow properties like pressure, density and 

temperature can also Ье calculated using equation (1.14), (1.16) and (1.17). The results for а 

typical isentropic nozzle flow are presented in figure 1.2. 

throat throat 
р 

х 

р 

х 

Figure 1.2: Mach ~ pressure, tвnperatwe and density distrihution dong the axis in ап 

isent:ropic rюzzk jlпw. 

х 

Another important parameter in nozzle flow is the mass flux of the flow, defined as the product 

of the density and the flow speed, 

For а perfect gas the density can Ье written as 

р=_р_ 
RT 

(1 .22) 

(1.23) 

and using the equations f or the speed of sound and the stagnation conditions, the mass flux can 

Ье written in terms of the stagnation conditions and the local Mach number: 

Ро Гr М 
Ф= .[Т;Vi"( у-1 )2t+~:)· 

1+ --М2 

2 

(1.24) 
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In an isentropic flow the stagnation conditions are constant, then а maximum in mass flux occurs 

at М = 1. 1Ъis illustrates again that sonic speed can only occur at the throat, since the mass flux 

attains its maximum value where the cross-section is at its smallest. 

When the gas is flowing at sonic speed the corresponding properties are called critical pюperties and 

are denoted Ьу an asterisk ('~) 

(
_2 )~~~:~ 
r + 1 

(1.25) 

Having defined the most important properties and expressed them as functions of the Mach 

number and gas specific parameters, it is possiЬle to discuss the different modes of operation. 

Consider а given nozzle, the nozzle flow is determined Ьу the conditions at the entrance and the 

exit. Тhе pressure at the entrance is the stagnation pressure ро and the pressure at the exit is the 

extemal pressure Ре· Now one can change the flow in the nozzle Ьу changingpe (see figure 1.3). If 

the exit pressure is higher then рл the flow through the nozzle is subsonic, and if the exit 

pressure is lower then рв the flow in the nozzle is supersonic. If the exit pressure reaches point А 

the flow in the throat will become critical and the flow will attain а maximum mass flux. 

For an isentropic solution the range for the exit pressure is limited; Ре~ рл and Ре::; рв. fur the 

values in-between these isentropic solutions no mathematical continuous solution holds and 

discontinuous solutions соте into existence in the form of shock waves. Across а shock wave 

the flow properties undergo а sudden change resulting in а loss of kinetic energy and an increase 

in entropy. Ву lowering the exit pressure, the shock wave will tend to Ье situated more 

downstream until the flow in the nozzle is completely supersonic. Further lowering of the exit 

pressure will not affect the flow in the nozzle. Тhе continuity of mass is written as pvA = р*v'М* 

where the asterisk refers to the sonic conditions in the throat. Combining equation (1.22) and 

(1.24) gives: 

у+\ 

4=-1 (-2-+у-1 м2J2(r-t). 
А М у+1 у+1 

(1.26) 

From (1.26) it can Ье seen that the exit Mach number depends on the nozzle geometry (А/ А*). 
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···· ··· 

А Р/Р,] 
* 

------1в 
о,,_ ________ ~---------~ 

х 

Figure 1.3: Narma/,Ш/. pressuredistriЬиtions in а superюniиюzzle 

1.3 Condensation 

1.3.1 Saturatim 

In many cases phase changes occur close to the equilibriшn condition for the two phases. 

However, when conditions change rapidly, like for instance during the fast adiabatic expansion in 

supersonic nozzle flow, а departure for equilibriшn conditions can become significant. Тhе 

saturation f actor S expresses the departure from equilibritun: 

s = ____ь_ 
р"(т)' 

(1.27) 

where Ри is the vapour pressure and р, is the saturatюn pressure, which depends on the 

temperature Т. Тhе equilibrium state corresponds with S equals unity. Тhis equilibriшn state can 

Ье plotted as а coexistence line in а (р, 1) diagram (see figure 1.4). 

Тhis coexistence line is described Ьу the Oaudius-G.apeyюn equation: 

dp,. 

dT 

L(T)p, 
R Т 2 

' 
v 

(1.28) 

where L is the latent heat of condensation and Rv is the specific gas constant of the vapour. 

Integration of equation (1.28) and the use of а reference state (р" 1), yield the expression for the 

coexistence line plotted in figure 1.4. 

Depending on the initial conditions (see point В in figure 1.4) the coexistence line can Ье crossed 

during an isentropic expansion (see the dashed line in figure 1.4). If the expansion is fast enough 

the mixture enters the liquid phase region, while the condensaЬle component is still in its vapour 

state (see point С in figure 1.4). The saturation factor can become much larger than unity, which 

is called supersaturation. Тhе saturation factor can become as large as twenty in the case of water 
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vapour before condensation takes place. After the condensation has started the saturation drops 

to а point on the coexistence line (see figure 1.4). 

Pv coexistence line 

S>l S<l 

liquid 

··········--·························---S- ·-·-·/ _ ..• .. - - -"""·- -

P.c 1 

vapour 

! 
р{Гс) ..................................................... i 

Те т 

Figure 1.4: Temf»'atиrepressure statediagram 

1.3.2 H~m«kation 

In the classical nucleation theozy, the number density of critical clusters has been related to the 

vapour monomer density Ьу means of а Boltzmann factor. From thennodynamics, it can Ье 

shown that the Gibbs free energy of fonnation for а cluster of n vapour molecules is: 

ЛG m 21 
__ п = -nlnS + - 0 п13 

kT kT ' 
(1.29) 

with k the Boltzmann constant and аоп213 the cluster surface. Where ао is the surface of one 

molecule in the cluster, using а geometrical consideration, it can Ье shown that ао = {36n)113VJ213, 

with VJ the volume of one molecule in liquid phase. Тhе energy of fonnation contains two tenns. 

If S > 1 the bulk tenn -nlnS is negative, while the surface energy is always positive. So, there is а 

maximum at а critical value of п, п*: 

• ( 28 )
3 

п = ЗlnS ' (1 .30) 

with the dimensionless surface tension (}. 

В= О'ао . 
kT 

(1.31) 

The corresponding value for the maximum ЛGпkTis: 
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лс· 4 ri 
n -----

kT 27 (lnS )2 
• 

(1.32) 

Since the Gibbs potential of а system tends to а minimum, the maximum of ЛGn at the critical 

cluster size is 'unstaЬle'. Clusters smaller than п* tend to vaporise, clusters larger than п* tmd to 

grow to staЬle droplets. 

In the original classical nucleation theшy Ьу Becker and Dёring [АВR74], the nucleation rate has 

set equal to the frequency at which critical clusters collide with а vapour molecule, so that they 

pass the critical barrier. Тhе nucleation rate is then equal to: 

(1.33) 

Later, classical nucleation theory has been modified and improved. 

• Zel'dovich took into account that the vapour molecules are not in а state of theпnodynamic 

equilibrium. Ву considering the forward and reverse 'reaction' processes of condensation and 

evaporation and Ьу introducing the concept of 'steady state nucleation' he was аЫе to add а 

correction factor for non-equilibrium, the Zel'dovich factor. 

• Katz and co-workers proposed an altemative approach for the Zel'dovich correction in 

which the use of the unstaЬle maximum of ЛGn was avoided. Тhis has led to an additional 

correction factor 1/ S. Тhis theory is called 'kinetic theory of nucleation'. 

• Girshick and Chiu mentioned that the Boltzmann factor used did not lead to а correct result 

f or small clusters. Тhеу suggested а simple correction. Тhе classical theory with а11 these 

corrections is called the 'intemally consistent classical theory' (ICCI). 

For а discussion the reader is referred to: Oxtoby (1992) [ОХТ92]. Тhе final result is: 

N 2 1 (20'")112 J 4 ()3 ] 
! = Р1 S v1 nm ех1_В- 27 (lns)2 . (1.34) 

1.3. 3 Droplet gruшh 

When а staЬle cluster is f ormed it will grow to macroscopic size. During this growth mass is 

transferred into the droplet and energy, in the foпn of latent heat, is transferred away from the 

droplet. The heat and mass transfer strongly depend on the Кnudsen number defined as: 

Кn=Л, 
d' 

(1.35) 
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where d is the diameter of the droplet and /..., is the molecular mean free path. Тhе energy transf er 

will not Ье discussed here. For а detailed discussion of the growth laws the reader is referred to 

Luijten [LШJ98]. 

When Кn > > 1, the droplets grow in а free molecular environment. For this condition the 

growth rate is determined Ьу the impingement rate of vapour molecules at the droplet surface. 

From kinetic theory it follows that the net rate of vapour molecules that enter the droplet is: 

р - Р. .2 
ф = v d • 4.nr 

п ~2nmk.Т d ' 
(1.36) 

where Ри is the vapour pressure at infinity, Pd is the pressure at the droplet surface and rd• isthe 

radius of а critical cluster. 

Тhе pressure Pd is needed to maintain chemical equilibrium between the liquid and the vapour 

phase at the droplet surface. This equilibrium condition can Ье written as: 

(1.37) 

where /.1l and µ,, are the chemical potentials of the liquid and vapour phase respectively and р1 the 

pressure inside the droplet. The pressure pd is not equal to the saturation pressure p,(I) due to the 

Kelvin eff ect: if а surface is curved the partial pressure at the droplet surface that is needed to 

maintain equilibrium is greater than that for а flat surface. The relation between Pd and Ps can Ье 

obtained Ьу applying the Gibbs-Duhem relation and the Laplace equation to the equilibrium 

condition (1.37): 

where р1 is the density of the liquid phase and rd is the radius of the droplet. 

Тhе mass flux to the droplet can Ье calculated using: 

dM 
--=Ф11 m, dt 

(1.38) 

(1.39) 

where М is the mass of the droplet. Combining equation (1.36) and (1.39) yields an expression 

for the rate of growth drdi dt. 

drdl =--dM = (p,,-pd)m 
dt .fm 4nr} р1 dt р1 ~2mnkT 

(1.40) 

This is the Hertz-Кnudsen law for an isothermal system, which main feature is that the droplet 

growth is only weakly dependent on the droplet radius. 

When Кn < < 1, the growth is controlled Ьу diffusion of molecules to the surface. The diffusion 

controlled droplet growth can Ье described Ьу: 

drdl 
dt dc 

(1.41) 
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where D is the biшuy diffusion coefficient. In that case, the droplet growth is inversely 

proportional to the droplet radius. 

А droplet growth model that describes the growth in the traпsitional regime (Кп = 0(1)) is 

provided Ьу Gyarmathy. Не uses ап intetpolating fit between the free molecular апd diffusion 

controlled regime, which gives: 

drdl . drdl 
dt fm dt dc 

= 
dt <Jyar drd drd +-

(1.42) 

dt fm dt dc 

1.4 Numerical Simulation 

The experimental results are compared with the numerical simulations provided Ьу the model 

described Ьу Prast [PRA97]. The model uses the moments of the size distribution to calculate the 

chaпging of the liquid mass fraction following а mass element through the nozzle. The moments 

are defined Ьу: 

(1.43) 

The condition for the last equality is that the droplets are clusters апd are conserved within а 

flowing mass element while travelling through the nozzle. Equation (1.43) сап Ье written as а 

'history' teпn. We follow а mass element along its trajectory. At some interval dr around r in the 

past а number of new droplets per unit mass J(r)/ p(r) has been foпned. These droplets have 

grown at time t on the point х of observation to а radius r(t, r). So the integraпd rn(~ r)J( r)I р( r) is 

the contribution of those particles to the nth moment at time t . Still, the final result has to Ье 

multiplied with p(t), because the moments are defined per unit volume, not per unit mass of the 

mixture. The integral is taken over time starting at minus infinity to time t and is itself multiplied 

Ьу the density at time t. 

Now the time derivative of the nth moment сап Ье calculated: 

dQ,, = r •<п] + tf _Q_(rn(t, r ))f(r) dr 
dt р _

00 
дt p(r) 

- Jr •<п tf _p-l( {дr) J(r)d ---+ п-r t r - -- r 
Р -«> ' дt t, r p(r) 

(1.44) 

, with r* the critical radius of the particle foпned at time t. If we then assume that the growth rate 

(дr!дt) does not depend оп the radius and therefore is independent from the time 't in history 

when the droplet was foпned, then we сап state: 

13 
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dQ, = Jr *п + d; nQ, . 
dt р dt -I 

(1.45) 

The third moment is associated with the liquid mass fraction g, therefore we can state: 

(1.46) 

The change of liquid mass fraction per unit of mass along the path of the mass element is defined 

as: 

dg _ 4 (J *п З ,../1 d;dJ р- - - яр r + f/'<2 - . 
dt 3 l dt 

(1.47) 

Using equation (1.41) the lower moments can Ье calculated and these four equations will then 

describe the fonnation and growth of droplets in the flow. Т ogether with the laws of 

conservation of mass, momentum and energy, а simulation of the flow field can Ье made, which 

gives us а view on what is happening in the flow. 

14 
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Chapter 2: Effects of steady and unsteady heat addition 

2. 1 lntroduction 

When condensation takes place in compresiЬle nozzle flows latent heat is released. Тhis latent 

heat changes the condition of the flow at the place where heat is released and the upstream 

condition will change as а reaction. If this heat release is less then the maximum that can Ье 

added at the given condition, а steady solution for the heat release is obtained. If the heat release 

exceeds the maximum, upstream pressure disturbances, such as shock waves, are generated that 

can Ье either steady or, when even more heat is added, become unsteady. 

In the unsteady case, which is of interest and studied in the experiments, the upstream pressure 

disturbance crosses the nucleation zone and stops the nucleation process. Thus the heat release 

stops and the flow will return to its initial condition and the process starts over again. 

Тhis chapter discusses а the01y to describe heat addition in compressiЬle flows and shock wave 

generation as а result of this heat addition. First, а brief discussion will Ье given on the laws of 

conservation in а one-dimensional flow with heat addition. Next, а linear model of unsteady heat 

addition and wave generation in the flow will Ье discussed. Then this model will Ье extended to 

include non-linear behaviour. We shall start with the treatment of Zierep [ZIE90] for steady flow. 

2.2 Laws of conservation with heat release 

Fi gure 2 .1: Orze.Jimтsional channe/, wi1h constant cross-sectian and unifarm jhw 

Consider the f ollowing situation in а one-dimensional channel with constant cross-section and а 

unifoпn flow (see figure 2.1) . At а certain locus (grey area) in this channel, heat is released into 

the flow. Due to this heat release, the flow properties like pressure р, density р, velocity и and 

enthalpy h will change subject to the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. Using 

these laws, state 1 (Ьefore heat release) can Ье related to state 2 (after heat release) . 

Conservation of mass requires: 

(2.1) 
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The second law to Ье used is conservation of momentшn: 

2 2 
Р1 + Р1и1 = Р2 + Р2и2 · 

The conservation of energy is expressed as: 

1 2 1 2 
-и1 +h1 +q=-uz +h2, 
2 2 

where q is the added heat in J/kg. 

The enthalpy h for а calorically perfect gas reads: 

h=-Y_P. 
у-1р 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

If state 1 and the added heat q are known state 2 can Ье calculated with equations 2.1to2.4. The 

calculation can Ье further simplified Ьу considering the ideal gas equation of state and the 

expression for the sound speed с: 

р = pR Т , с2 = yR Т . 

Where R is the universal gas constant and Т is the temperature of the gas. 

Now we introduce а variaЬle к as the non-dimensional heat release: 

q 
К= 2 . 

h U1 
1+ -

2 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

C.Ombining equations 2.1 to 2.6 and introducing the Mach number М = vlc, yields the following 

new relations: 

(2.7) 
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These four equations will Ье used to calculate the new state later in the model. From the four 

equations, it can Ье leamed that the relative state changes only depend on the Mach number of 

the flow going into the channel and the amount of added heat. 

Reviewing the equations (2.7-2.10) one may notice that there is а maximum of heat that can Ье 

released into а steady flow with а given Mach number. When heat release is increased the 

discrimant of the square roots of equations 2.7-2.10 decreases. Therefore, the maximum of heat 

that can Ье released into the flow occurs when the discriminant becomes zero: 

( ) _ (1+ yMf L 
1+ К max - ( ) • 

2(у + 1)мf 1+У~ 1 мf 

This maximum for к can Ье rewritten as а maximum in q using equation 2.6: 

( 
q J _ (м12 -1)2 

с рт; max - 2(r + l)M12 
' 

which can Ье graphically represented Ьу the following figure 2.2. 

4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 
х 

~ 
f="" 2.5 

а. 
(..) 

Е: 2 

1.5 

0.5 

maximum heat release 

2 4 5 6 

Figure 2 .2: Maxirrшm heat rekase as а functim о/ the Mach numl:er о/ the fkJw 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

From figure 2.2 it is clear that around М1 = 1 only little heat can Ье added to the flow. If more 

heat is added, the flow will react to the heat release. This reaction can for example Ье а shock 

wave upstream of the area where heat is released. Such а shock wave can Ье steady in case of а 
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channel of varying cross-section. Тhis shock then decreases the speed of the flow in such way 

that the heat can Ье released into the flow. 

We shall focus here on the effects of the cnset of heat release. In that case waves will Ье 

generated, moving upstream and downstream. Тhis will Ье further explained in the following 

sections. At first, а linear model is introduced, which describes the changes in the flow for small 

sudden heat releases. We shall show that such а model fails near М1 = 1. Then а non-linear 

model is presented, which enaЬles an exact solution of the proЬlem. 

2.3 Linear wave model for а sudden /оса/ heat release 

2.3.1 LinRar thюry of heat ~ 

Let us assume that к is а small quantity, so that the changes due to heat release are small. We 

then can linearise the equations Тhis linearised theory will yield а first indication of what will 

happen when heat is suddenly added to the flow. Combining the equations (2.1-2.3) yields: 

2(h2 - h1 ) = (р2 - р1 { __!__ + -
1 

) + 2q. (2.13) 
\Р1 Р2 

Тhis equation is better known as the Ra:nkine-Hu~t equation with heat supply. То obtain the 

same equation for а perfect gas the equations of state for а perfect gas (2.5) are used: 

У+ 1 Р1 ----
Р2 у-1 Р2 2q 1 = +-----
Р1 у + 1 El_ - 1 RT у + 1 El_ - 1 

(2.14) 

у-1 Р2 у-1 Р2 

For small heat supplies, the changes in pressure and density will remain small and the Rankine

Hugoniot equation with heat supply can Ье linearised: 

dh= dp +dq. 
р 

For а perfect gas and using equation (2.4), we find: 

dh=-y_dp __ Y_ ~ ф. 
у-1 р y-lp 

Combining equations (2.15) and (2.16) one finds the linearised version of (2.14): 

dp =уф +(у - 1) dq . 
р р RT 

If (2.17) is combined with the linearised momentum equation (2.2), for а perfect gas: 

dp =уМ 2 ф =-уМ 2 dи, 
р р и 

the f ollowing relation between pressure, Mach number and heat release is obtained: 
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dp м2 dq 
-=(у-1) -, 
р М 2 -1 RT 

(2.19) 

and the following relation between velocity, Mach nшnber and heat release: 

du у-1 1 dq 
-;;=--у-М 2 -1 RT. (2.20) 

The last two equations show the importance of the Mach nшnber of the flow. The sign in the 

two equations depends on м2 - 1. Therefore in subsonic flows where м < 1 is dpldq <о and 

duldq > О. For the supersonic case the opposite holds. One can also state that near М = 1 the 

linear theory cannot will fail for any given dq/RT. 

2.3.2 Linear~fmmatЮn 

Now suppose the heat dq is released at х = О for t ;:::: О. This will cause pressure disturbances 

moving upstream and downstream if the flow Mach numЬer is smaller than unity. For supersonic 

flow only downstream disturbances are generated. We shall make а distinction between а 

subsonic and а supersonic initial condition. 

Subsani.c iniJiдl cundition: 

U1 ~ U2 U3 r U4=U1 

Р1 Р2 f Рз р4=Р1 

dq 
Fi gure 2 .3: Schema1ic view of ШШ! fiлmatim due to heat release in а suЬsonic jluw 

For simplicity, we take dq to Ье constant, the waves in both +х and - x-direction can Ье drawn 

f or this situation in а space time (x,t) diagram: 

х=О х 

Figure 2.4: x,tpЮtof the'l.ШlX!fmmatim ina suhsani.ccase 
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We distinguish three different states, (1) undisturbed, (2) decelerated Ьу а left running wave and 

(3) downstream of the heat release. The pressure differences between the three states can Ье 

calculated (remind that the pressure differences are small). For the pressure difference over the 

left-running wave we obtain from linear wave theory: 

Р2 - Р1 = -рс(и2 - и1) . 

For the pressure difference between (2) and (3) we find using equation (2.19): 

м2 Р 
Рз - Р2 =(у-1) -dq, 

· М 2 -1 RT 

and finally the pressure difference over the right running wave: 

Р1 - Рз = рс(и1 - из)· 

Taking the sum of (2.21 - 2.23) one finds: 

м2 Р 
0=2рси~. -рс(и2 +и3 )+(у-1) 2 

-dq, 
М -1RT 

but also from (2.20): 

( ) 
у-1 м ур 

ре и3 -и2 =---
2 

dq. 
у М -1 RT 

Adding and subtracting of (2.24) and (2.25) yields respectively: 

у-1 м dq 
U3 =U1 +-----, 

2 м +1 с 

у-1 м dq 
U2 =U1 +-----. 

2 М-1 с 

And for the pressure amplitudes this yields: 

у-1 м 
Р2 = Р1 +-2- 1 _М pdq, 

у-1 м 
Рз = Р1 +-2-М +l pdq. 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Тhese pressure and velocity differences can Ье plotted as functions of the similarity variaЬle x/c1t: 

р p-pl 
fX(u-uJ 

1 

! .......... ~ ............... . 

Figure 2. 5: Pressuw and Wa:ity di/Jerent:es due to heat rekase in а suhson.ic case 
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From linear theшy for the subsonic initial state, we see that the flow first decelerates over the left 

running shock wave. After that it accelerates again due to heat release, while а right running 

compression wave is generated. We also see, that the amplitude of the left running wave tends to 

infinity when М ~ 1, while the amplitude of the right running wave remains finite. The left 

running wave is always stronger than the disturbance running downstream. 

Supersani,c initial wndition.· 

Uz U2 i ) U3 

Pz t Р2 Рз 
dq 

Figure 2.6: SdxmaJXvi.ewof 'ШllE fmmaJian due w heat rekase in а supersoni,c jlaw 

Again we start generating heat dq (per unit of mass) at х = О, for t >О. Also in this case, we take 

dq to Ье constant. Since the flow is supersonic, both waves are generated in the positive x

direction, but with different speeds. The 'left' running wave travels at а speed (и - с) and the 

'right' running wave at (и +с). This is shown in the (x,t)-diagram below: 

t 

(1) 

х=О х 

Figure 2.7: x,tpЮtof theWZU:?fmmatIOn ina supersaniccase 

Again we calculate the pressure and velocity differences of the different states. Now first the heat 

is released. Using equations (2.19) and (2.20) we find: 

м2 Р 
Р2 - Р1 =(у-1) -dq, 

М 2 -1 RT 
(2.30) 
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,а{и2 - и~) = -(r - 1) А/ Р dq. 
М -IRT 

Then the flow passes the 'left' running wave: 

Рз - Р2 =-рс{из -и2) 

and finally the 'right' running wave: 

Р1 - Рз =рс{и1 -из). 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

The solution for state (2) is given Ьу the two equations (2.30) and (2.31). Combining the four 

equations (2.30 - 2.33) yields the solution for state (3): 

~J ) у-1 м р 
Рз - Р1 = JJl-\Uз -и~ =-------dq. 

2 М +1 RT 
(2.34) 

Again these pressure and velocity differences are plotted (see figure 2.8). Linear theory applied to 

the supersonic case shows that the flow first decelerates when the heat is released. After that, the 

flow accelerates again when passing an expansiion wave front. In order to equilibriate pressures, а 

compression wave is generated that moves downstream. 

- Р-Р1 
............... fX(u-uJ 

1 

Figure 2.8: Pressure andwkx:irydifferenres due to heaJ: rekase in а suhsoniaase 

2.4 Exact wave model for а step wise /оса/ heat release 

The most obvious limitation of the linear theory is the impossibility to predict the effects for а 

flow of а Mach number of unity. In this situation, for both subsonic and supersonic case, а 

singularity in pressure exists. This singularity is cancelled out Ьу applying an exact non-linear 

model. 

This non-linear model describes а uniform flow through а channel with а constant cross-section, 

after heat is generated at х = О at t ~ О. The model has three different modes for three different 

flow regimes. The first regime describes the non-linear variant of the subsonic case of the linear 

model. The second regime describes the flow when thermal choking has occurred, which means 
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that the Mach number at х = О+ has become unity. The third regime describes the non-linear 

variant of the supersonic case. 

ln the subsonic case the following situation is found (see figure 2.9): 

heat generation 

shockwave 

(1) 

м ____. 
1 

х=О 

Figure 2 .9: Non-linear jlawma:ld far the suhsanic case and rю clюking. 

The numbers in the figure above coincide with different states. Each state will Ье described 

below as will Ье the relation between them. State 1 is the initial state of the flow before any heat 

is released. The first transition is а normal shock wave Ьу which the flow is decelerated. These 

states are related to each other Ьу normal shock wave relations. Then, heat is released at х = О 

and there will Ье а transition from state 2 to state 3. State 2 is subsonic, therefore the flow will 

accelerate but will never exceed Мз = 1. The states before and after heat release are connected 

through equations {2.7) - (2.10). For reasons clarified later, state 4 will Ье taken equal to state 3. 

Then, а contact discontinuity (the particle path originating in (0,0)) forms the relation between 

state 4 and state 5. Finally state 6 again is the initial state ( = state 1) and can Ье related to state 5 

via а normal shock wave relation. 

heat generation 

shockwave 

(1) 

м ____. 
1 

х=О 

Figure 2 .1 О: Non-linear jlaw mxld far thermal dюkmg. 
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When more heat is added to the flow at х = О, the flow тау become theпnally choked, i.e. the 

Mach number Мз becomes unity. Тhis condition can Ье modelled using the following situation 

(see figure 2.10). 

The upstream shock wave decelerates the flow. When the flow is theпnally choked, the Mach 

number of state 3 is constant and equal to unity. From (2.10) it can Ье calculated that then the 

Mach number of state 2 is also constant and in this case smaller than unity. Then the flow is 

accelerated to state 4 Ьу а right running expansion wave and finally decelerated Ьу а shock wave 

to the initial condition. This picture continues even if the incident flow is supersonic as long as а 

shock wave is аЫе to run upstream. The limiting case is f ound when the upstream moving shock 

wave has zero velocity. 

The non-linear variant describing the third regime is defined Ьу figure 2.11: 

heat generation 

(1) = (2) 

Х=О 

Figure 2.11: Non-liжar jlowrrnlel for the superюnКcase and nochoking. 

State 2 has become equal to state 1, because the shock wave travelling upstream is no longer 

physically realizaЬle. State 2 is supersonic, so adding heat decelerates the flow to state 3. The flow 

has to Ье accelerated again in order to match the initial state. Тhis again occurs Ьу an expansion 

wave. Finally, а shock wave has to Ье foпned to match the condition of continuous velocity and 

pressure at the contact discontinuity. 

These three regimes are connected with each other through the limiting cases of each regime. 

The first limiting case occurs when, in the subsonic regime, such а Mach number f or state 1 is 

chosen that the Mach number of state 3 reaches unity. This limiting case corresponds to that 

condition that the pressure difference over the expansion wave just reaches zero so the 

expansion is eff ectively not present. 

Another limiting case occurs, when during choking the strength of the upstream travelling shock 

becomes equal to the Mach number of the initial condition. The shock cannot travel upstream 

and becomes stationary. It can then Ье viewed as а part of the discontinuity at х = О. Тhis case 

corresponds with that condition in the supersonic regime when the Mach number of state 3 just 

reaches unity. 
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In conclusion, it can Ье stated that the three regimes add up to the total non-linear model, which 

covers the whole spectnun of initial conditions. Тhе equations used to describe the relations 

between the different states are straightforward gas dynamic relations [GDl] for the (normal) 

shock waves. For describing the expansion waves the 'characteristic method' of the theory of 

simple waves [ GD 1] was used and the contact discontinuity implies continuity of speed and 

pressure (not of for example density or temperature). Finally, the theory on heat release at the 

beginning of this chapter was used for describing the effects when heat is added to the flow. 

Some quantitative results can Ье deduced from the model. For а given constant heat release, the 

model can Ье used to calculate the pressure difference over the upstream and downstream 

travelling shock. Тhis pressure difference is related to the strength of the shock, the higher the 

pressure difference the stronger the shock. In the figure 2.11 below, the pressure differences over 

these two shocks are presented. Тhе logarithm of the pressure diff erence is plotted against the 

Mach number of state 1 for к= 0.1. 
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р1 = 105 Ра, к= 10-1. 

From the figure above, it can Ье seen that the upstream travelling shock wave creates а much 

larger pressure difference than the downstream travelling one and therefore is much stronger. 

Furthermore, the difference in strength between the shocks is the largest for the choking 

conditions. Here, the pressure difference over the upstream shock can Ье more than ten times 
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the pressure diff erence over the downstream one. Тhis is an important reason why in visualising 

the flow during an experiment only the upstream shock is visiЬle. 

From figure 2.11 another conclusion can Ье made. Тhе strength of а shock can directly Ье related 

to the Mach number of the flow in which it was generated for а given value of к. Translating this 

to the experimental situation shows that the strength of the shock in the throat is related to the 

local Mach number of the flow at which condensation took place. 

As а last result the following consideration is made. From chapter one, it was realised that 

condensation is limited to the supersonic expansion in the divergent part of the nozzle. When 

visualising the flow an upstream travelling shock wave is visiЬle, thus from figure 2.11 it can Ье 

leamed that the Mach number upstream of the point of heat release always becomes subsonic. 

2.5 Oscillatory behaviour 

From the experiments it is known, that for certain conditions the condensation process in the 

nozzle becomes oscillatory. In that case shock waves moving periodically upstream are observed. 

Тhis behaviour can Ье explained Ьу realizing that the choking condition at the place where the 

heat is released generates an upstream pressure disturbance when condensation takes place. Тhis 

upstream disturbance causes an increase of pressure and temperature and therefore removes the 

condition needed for nucleation. Тhen nucleation stops and no more heat is released in the flow. 

Now the flow retums to the initial situation and the cycle starts over again. 

2. 5.1 O:mmrtim of the rюn-linear mrxld with the candensatIOn process 

То connect the model to the condensation process the parameters of the model к, the 

dimensionless heat, and Мс, the local Mach number at which condensation takes place, have to 

Ье connected to initial state of the experiment. 

For the present condition the condensation takes place in the supersonic part of the nozzle, i.e. 

Мс > 1. The position at which condensation takes place during an experiment is found using the 

numerical simulation for the initial conditions of the experiment. Тhis position then related to а 

local Mach number of the flow, this gives us Мс. 

Тhе heat added to the flow originates from the condensation process, where the latent heat of 

the water vapour is released. Тherfore, the parameter к can Ье related to the initial state using the 

f ollowing approximation: 

_ PVJ L(Tc) 
к-----

- Ро сРУа . (2.35) 
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,where Рио is the initial vapour density, ро the initial density, L(Г с) the latent heat of water vapour 

at the critical temperature and То the initial temperature. ln an experiment к varies from 0.06 to 

0.23 depending on temperature and initial relative hшnidity. 

2. 5. 2 Тhе rehtir:e spmJ, of the shocks and the frrquenq of the oscillatnry blJauiour 

When the parameters described in the previous section have been deteпnined from the initial 

condition. Тhе simple model presented here can Ье used to predict the relative speed of the 

upstream moving shock wave as seen Ьу а stationaiy observer. 

From this relative speed an estimation of the frequency of the oscillatoiy behaviour can Ье made. 

Тhе period time of the process will Ье largely deteпnined Ьу the travelling time of an upstream 

disturbance to the nozzle throat, because this is the slowest process. Тhis travelling time depends 

on the distance from the point of heat generation to the throat and the propagating speed of the 

upstream disturbance. For the frequencywe then find as а first estimate: 

(2.36) 

where MR is the Mach number of the upstream moving shock wave and l(Мс) the distance to the 

throat from the position of condensation. Тhе distance l can also Ье estimated using the 

numerical simulation. Тhе distance l is then taken to Ье the distance from generation to where 

the pressure difference of the shock wave is less than 5 percent. Now, we show а graph of the 

upstream moving wave speed: М rel = М R - М 1 = urel /с" as а function of М1 in figure 2.12. 
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Fi gure 2 .12: 1he relatir:e Mach numkr, as seen Ьу а statЮnary ohserw-, of t:he upstream trawOing 

shock wzc:e'With к= 10-1. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental set-up 

3.1 lntroduction 

In this chapter the Ludwieg tube and its peripherals will Ье discussed. Attention is f ocussed on 

the optical visualisation set-ups- Тhе first section describes the Ludwieg tube used to generate the 

flow over the nozzle. Тhе second section discusses the shadowgraph setup used to obtain high 

speed movies of the unsteady flow through the Laval nozzle. Тhе next section then describes the 

improved holographic setup which produced the holographic images of the flow. 

3.2 The Ludwieg tube 

3.2.1 Desoipti.anof the Ludwiegшhe 

Ludwieg tube 

: 
' ' 

' 

" _____ " . . . . . . . . 
:~: . . . . 
'.\ . РК\ РК~/ 

' . . / 

'""~ :" ... ' ' 
""" _____ " 

RНS 

у 

8 ·EJ 
1 ADC 1 н co~~te 

СР = Circulation pump М = Membrane 
РК# = Dynamic pressure sensors V = Vacuum tank 
VP # = Vacuum pumps RНS = Relative humidity sensor 
Р = Static pressure sensor ADC = Le Croy waveform recorder 

Fi gure 3 .1: Sdxmatic reprr:sentat:Юn of the Ludwieg tuk set-up. 

Тhе Ludwieg tube is 12 m long and has an inner cross-section of 10 х 10 cm2. It is separated 

from а vacuum tank Ьу а polyester membrane (Мelinex polyester film, 20 µm). Upon starting of 

an experiment а pressure difference is created (atmospheric condition in the tube and vacuum in 
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the tank) which pushes the membrane against two crossed wires. Тhese wires are connected with 

а 40 V source, which delivers а high current at the start of the experiment through the wires. Тhе 

wires heat up due to the high current and melt the membrane where they touch. The membrane 

breaks and gas starts flowing from the 'high' pressure tube to the 'low' pressure tank (see figure 

3.1). 

Тhе test section is about 50 ст upstream from the membrane and consists of а Laval nozzle used 

to generate the supersonic conditions behind the nozzle (see figure 3.2). Тhе test section also 

contains two transparent Perspex windows that enaЬle visualisation of the flow inside the test 

section. The two dynamic pressure sensors which are respectively downstream (± 0.5 m, РК1 in 

figure 3.1 - Кistler 5011А-10) and upstream (± 1 m, РК2 in figure 3.1 - Кistler 5001SN) from 

the test section are connected to the Le Croy wavefoпn recorder 681 О (ADC in figure 3.1). 

Furthennore а circulation tube with circulation pump (СР in figure 3.1 - Verder VDE 0530) is 

used when preparing the mixture to circulate the mixture through the tube until а homogenous 

mixture is foпned (usually about 1 hour). Тhе circulation tube also contains the relative humidity 

sensor (RНS in figure 3.1 - Humicap 239033) used to measure the relative humidity as well as the 

temperature close to the test section. During the actual experiment (i.e. upon breaking of the 

membrane) the valves between the Ludwieg tube and the circulation tube are closed so the 

expansion wave will not damage the humicap and circulation pump. 

Finally а vacuum pump (VPl in figure 3.1 - Pfeifer duo 016В) is connected to the Ludwieg tube 

to Ье аЫе to evacuate the tube before preparing an experiment. 

Figure 3 .2: Test sectian wit La'll':d rюzzle - drawing is made Ьу J. Т empelaars 
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When the membrane is broken an expansion wave will travel upstream. After this expansion 

wave has reached the end of the tube it will reflect and travel back to the vacuum tank. During 

the time interval between the first time the expansion wave passes РК 1 and the second time the 

reflected wave passes it the state at the entrance of the Laval nozzle is constant. Тhis detennines 

the measuring time of about 50 ms. In this time interval, when the condition at the entrance of 

the test section is constant, the state of the flow in the test section, which can Ье calculated from 

the condition at the entrance, is known and also constant. Тherefore when pertubations of the 

constant state are recorded these must have originated from the condensation process. 

3. 2. 2 Prepa,ration о/ the experimmt 

When perfonning an experiment certain steps have to Ье done to prepare the mixture. Тhе first 

step is mounting а new membrane. Тhis has to Ье done carefully, because no tension should Ье 

present in the membrane to prevent its premature or asymmetric rupture. 

Тhen both the Ludwieg tube {together with the circulation tube) and the vacuum tank can Ье 

evacuated using the two vacuum pumps. Тhе Ludwieg tube has to Ье brought at а pressure of 10 

Ра (pressure sensor Р in figure 3.1 - Barocel бООА). Тhen а11 the residues from the latest 

experiment will Ье pumped away and the tube is ready to Ье filled again. During the pumping 

process the circulation pump has to Ье in operation to avoid gas pockets to remain inside the 

circulation pump. 

Now the vacuum pump will Ье shut off (the circulation pump stays on) and the water can Ье 

injected into the system. Тhis is done using а syringe, which inserts distilled water through а 

special rubber membrane into the set-up in the circulation tube. Тhе injection of the water has to 

Ье done slow enough for the water to evaporate, due to the low pressure. Тhе next step is letting 

in the nitrogen again slowly to prevent condensation of the water in the mixture. The nitrogen 

will Ье let in up to the point that the pressure inside the tube is the same as the outside pressure. 

Тhis pressure difference is measured Ьу the pressure sensor at the inlet of the nitrogen. When the 

nitrogen is let in а pressure difference over the polyester membrane will occur, which could 

damage this membrane. Therefore, air has to Ье let into the vacuum tank simultaneous in order 

to keep the pressure difference over the membrane small. 

When the filling of the tube is done the circulation pump has to remain on f or another twenty to 

f orty minutes depending on the relative humidity. Тhis assures the perfect mixing between the 

water vapour and the nitrogen until а homogenous mixture is f ormed, which is measured as а 

constant humidity value on the Humicap. If the temperature is also constant (this is almost 

always the case) the circulation pump will Ье shut off and after another five to ten minutes the 

preparation of the experiment is finished. 
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3.3 Shadowgraphy 

3.3.1 1he shadaw;;raph measunmm1s 

The aim of the shadowgraph measurements was to obtain а real-time visualisation of the flow 

with the shocks travelling upstream. Shadowgraphy was chosen because of its simplicity and its 

ability of visualising the shock wave itself. In addition, the possibility of using а high-speed 

camera in the set-up was an argшnent. In this section а brief introduction of the theory of 

shadowgraphy is presented to better understand the results of the experiments. Furtheпnore the 

set-up and experiments itself are described. 

vacuшntank 

SM 

HeNe-laser 

Ludwieg tube 

SM 
М# 

= Spherical miпor 
= Flat miпor 

L1 = Concave lens 

Figure 3.4: 1he shadnw;raphy set-up 

~ 
HSC 

= Convex lens 
= Нigh speed camera 

The shadowgraph set-up is а fairly simple set-up (see figure 3.4). А HeNe-laser is used as light 

source. Through an optical system of lenses (L# in figure 3.4), mirrors (М# in figure 3.4) and а 

spherical mirror (SM in figure 3.4) а beam of parallel light is made. This parallel beam is then 

used to illuminate the test section. On the other side of the test section, а convex lens is placed at 
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а certain distance from the test section. 1Ъis lens makes an image of the test section on the high

speed camera (НSС in figure 3.4). 

For gases the refractive index п is related to the density р of the gas: 

п=1+Кр, (3.1) 

where К is а gas specific constant. 1Ъis means that when the density changes, the refractive index 

also changes. 1Ъis will affect the optical path of the light rays through the gas. Consequently, the 

relative change in light intensity (ЛI/I) at а given locus, due to the change of the refractive index 

of the gas along the path, is f ound: 

-=l -+- (lnn}dz. Л1 ~~ д2 д2 J 
I ~1 дх2 ду2 

(3.2) 

ln (3.2) l is the length between the medium and the plane of focus of the camera, п is the 

refractive index at (х,у) and the integral is taken over the optical path through the medium. One 

can understand equation (3.2) Ьу realising that the optical path length is defined as the refractive 

index multiplied with the distance travelled. So the optical analogy of а medium with changing 

refractive index over а fixed distance is а medium with constant refractive index but with 

different thickness. 

... ... 
~ ~ 

... ... 
~ ~ 

... ... 
~ ~ 

... ... ... ... 
(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

Figure 3.3: Fourmнliawilhdijferentoptical path kngths. 

Тhе first case considered in figure 3.3 is one with constant optical path length. ln the second 

case, one has а medium where dnldz is а constant. Тhе result is that the image merely gets shifted 

off-axis so no infoпnation about the flow pattem is recorded. ln the third case the second 

derivative is constant now the image becomes proportionally expanded or compressed but the 
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details of the flow cannot Ье visualised. In the f oшth case however when the second derivative is 

not constant, infoпnation about the flow can Ье recorded. 

ln conclusion, shadowgraphy will only visualise changes in the second derivative of the refractive 

index. Shock waves are like step functions in density and therefore also in refractive index. The 

second derivative of а step function changes very much when moving over the step. Now one 

can conclude that shocks can Ье visualized Ьу shadowgraphy, they can Ье recognized as а bright 

and а dark line close together. The direction of the relative flow can Ье found because the dark 

points to the upstream direction. 

3.3. 2 Тhе shadnugraph experimmt 

When performing а shadowgraph experiment one has to check the alignment of the optical 

system, i.e. the beam has to coincide with the optical axes of the lenses and the rniпors have to 

Ье used in their centre to minimise errors due to non-perfect optical elements. But most 

important is to check whether the beam that passes through the test section is а parallel beam 

and if this beam is perpendicular to the flow in the test section. If this is done, the last alignment 

check is the camera itself, which has to focus on а plane about 15 ст in front of the Perspex 

windows. 

When this is done, the experiment can Ье perfoпned. And а high-speed 'movie' of the unsteady 

· flow is obtained. 

3.4 Holographic interferometry 

3. 4.1 Тhе Jю/ographic interferrmRtry mшuremnt 

ln 'regular' interferometry, а plane light wave is splitted up into an object beam passing the test 

section and а reference beam. The phase distribution of the object beam is affected Ьу the 

variation in optical path length caused Ьу the flow field. When both beams are recombined, this 

results into а fringe pattem, maxima and minima, that are related to а difference in phase of n'~27t 

or (п + 1)27t, with п an integer. А preshift of the fringes is obtained when both beams are 

recombined under а very small angle. 

With douЬle exposure holographic interferometry, first а recording is made on а holographic 

plate, prior to the experiment. Then, during the experiment а second recording is superimposed 

on the first recording. After development of the hologram, and Ьу illшninating the developed 

hologram with the reference beam, an interferogram can Ье obtained for which the phase change 

is related to the diff erences in the refractive index field for the two exposures. So, holographic 

interf erometry is а compensation method, which enaЬles the use of optical components of 
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modest quality. For in depth theory on holographic interferometry one is referred to the report 

written Ьу Van der Woude [WOU98]. 

Тhis section further describes the improved set-up. One major change has been made to the set

up described in this report with respect to the earlier set-up. The set-up now includes an imaging 

system of а spherical concave mirror and а convex lens. Тhis system images the test section on 

the holographic film thus greatly improving the quality of the image on the film. For example, 

with the improved set-up the boundary layers can Ье visualised. 

Furthennore, four holes of 1 mm diameter have been drilled in the Laval nozzle to facilitate the 

alignment and to have а scale reference on the hologram. 

3. 4. 2 1he holngraphic interferrmary set-up 

In figure 3.5 а schematic representation of the holographic interferometry set-up is shown. Тhе 

light source used in this set-up is а ruby pulse laser (RPL in figure 3.5 - Lumonics НLS2), which 

produces monochromatic light with Л = 684 nm with а pulsed maximum output of 1 J in а time 

interval of about 150 ns. А coherent light source is needed to make а holographic image. As the 

ruby laser is pulsed, an additional HeNe-laser (not shown in figure 3.5) for alignment is used. 

Тhis HeNe-laser has the same optical path but can produce а continuous light beam which 

facilitates the adjustment procedures of the alignment. 

Тhen а polarising beam splitter (PBS in figure 3.5) is used to create the two (object and reference) 

beams. The PBS will deflect (at an angle of 90 degrees) or transmit light depending on the 

polarisation direction of the light. Therefore, using а half-lambda plate (НLР in figure 3.5) in 

front of the PBS gives the possibility to change the linear polarisation of the light going into the 

PBS Ьу rotating the НLР. Changing the polarisation direction will influence the attenuation of 

the two beams. То acquire the ideal intensity ratio of 6:5 for respectively the object and the 

reference beam, one simply has to rotate the НLР. Along with the НLР two quarter-lamЬda 

plates (QLP in figure 3.5) are put in. 

Тhе quarter-lambda plates are used to polarise the two beams circularly. For the highest contrast 

between the light and dark parts of the interferometry fringes in the hologram, one has to make 

sure that the polarisation of the two beams at the hologram is parallel. When using linear 

polarised light this is very hard to accomplish, if circular polarised light is used this proЬlem is 

solved for there is no specific polarisation direction. 

Now one has two beams of the same polarisation with an adjustaЬle attenuation. First the object 

beam will Ье discussed and after that the reference beam. After travelling through the QLP the 

object beam passes М1 and expands through Lz (f = -63,5 mm) via Mz onto the spherical mirror 

(SM1 in figure 3.5 - f = + 1500 mm). Тhе lens and the spherical mirror are confocal, therefore а 

parallel light beam is reflected from SM1. Тhis parallel beam travels through the test section onto 

the next spherical mirror (SM2 in figure 3.5 - f = + 1600 mm). With М3 and L3 (f = + 1000 mm) 
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the test section is imaged onto the holographic film (НF in figure 3.5). Again SM2 and Lз are 

placed confocal. Fшthennore, the test section and the holographic film are placed in the two 

f ocal points of this system. 

For the reference beam, the mirrors ~ to М7 are used to bypass the tube. Тhе beam is then 

expanded Ьу Li (f = -63,5 mm) which is placed confocal with Ls (f = + 1000 mm) so as to image 

а parallel reference beam on the holographic film. In between the two lenses the tilting mirror 

(ГМ in figure 3 .5) is placed. Тhis mirror is tilted after the first exposure to create а background 

interference pattem of parallel fringes when the film registers the second exposure. 
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3. 4.3 1he holngraphU: ~ experiment 

For the holographic interferometry experiment applies the same as for the shadowgraphy 

experiment. Again, one has to check the optical alignment of the measuring system using the 

continuous laser. After performing the experiment, the hologram has to Ье developed and а 

reconstruction is done. 1Ъis results in the interf erogram, which can Ье translated into а density 

field. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

4.1 lntroduction 

When perfoпning an experiment the amo\lllt of water vapour in the mixture is characterised Ьу 

the relative hшnidity. ln this chapter two different relative hшnidity are used to characterise the 

initial condition. The defenition of these relative hшnidities will Ье given and the two will Ье 

related to eachother. 

The initial relative hшnidity is the relative hшnidity as measured Ьу the Hшnicap prior to the 

experiment and can Ье defined as: 

RHo = Р('!.О )' 
Ps То 

(4.1) 

where /М is the initial vapour pressure and рs(Г о) is the saturation pressure at the initial 

temperature. 

At the start of the experiment the breaking of the membrane causes an expansion wave to travel 

upstream. This expansion wave accelerates the mixture and this changes the condition of the 

mixture. This state, which can Ье calculated using straightforward gas dynamics, has а different 

relative hшnidity. Тhis relative hшnidity is usually expressed as the relative hшnidity at the 

stagnation condition of this state, which can Ье related to the initial relative hшnidity Ьу: 

у-1 

RH =RH Ps(To)(7stJ r 
st о (т ) т, ' Ps st О 

(4.2) 

where ps(Г,J is the saturation pressure at the stagnation temperature Тsi. 

Using the shadowgraph set-up, two measurements series have been performed. The 

measurements were done at an initial pressure of 1 atm. During the first series, the initial 

temperature of the mixture was kept at 31 О К The initial relative hшnidity was varied from about 

0.3 to 0.73. The second series was performed with an initial temperature of 294 К. Again the 

relative hшnidity was varied, from about 0.4 to 0.9. The holographic interferometry series was 

performed using an initial mixture temperature of about 293 К. The initial pressure was 1 bar and 

the initial relative hшnidity was varied during the series. 

The next section will discuss the shadowgraphy series. The shock speeds and frequencies of the 

shocks f O\llld experimentally are presented. Furthermore, some comments are made on the 

transitional conditions at low hшnidity, between а steady and oscillatory behaviour of the flow. 

The following section will present some images of the interferometry measurements. Due to the 

need f or experimental data, the focus during the experiments was on producing good holograms. 

Therefore, no time was left to interpret the images produced. 
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4.2 Shadowgraphy experiments 

In this section, the experimentally deteпnined shock speeds of the 310 К series will Ье presented. 

In the figures, the experimental data is represented Ьу the triangles. Тhе speeds are negative 

because the disturbances travel to the left. Тhе nшnerical data, which is calculated using the 

simulation program described in chapter one, is represented Ьу the squares. Тhе experimental 

data will Ье compared with the local speed of an acoustic disturbance travelling upstream in the 

steady reference situation, in which no condensation occurs. Тhis acoustic disturbance represents 

the lower limit for the speed of shocks discussed here. Finally, the non-linear model is used to 

predict the initial speed of the upstream disturbance. Тhе origin of this disturbance is taken to 

coincide with the origin of the disturbance in the nшnerical simulation. 

Both the experimental and nшnerical velocities are calculated from the measured relative shock 

position in the nozzle. For the experiments, the velocity is taken as the difference in position 

between two pictures divided Ьу the difference in time between the two pictures. For the 

nшnerical simulation, one oscillation period was split up into discrete time 'snapshots' and the 

flow was evaluated at these discrete times. Тhе shock velocity at these times is calculated as the 

difference in shock position divided Ьу the time step. 

4.2.1 1he shockwkx:itymeasunment:s 

In figure 4.1, results are shown for а stagnation relative humidity of 1.019. lt can Ье seen that the 

shocks have а velocity higher than the acoustic disturbance. For this relative humidity, the shocks 

are visualised close to the throat. Although the nшnerical simulation predicts disturbances further 

downstream, these disturbances could not Ье visualised Ьу shadowgraphy. lt is also clear that the 

nшnerical simulation predicts а larger velocity than is shown Ьу the experiments. Тhе 'initial' 

shock velocity predicted Ьу the non-linear model of section 2.5.2 is shown. lt is in agreement 

with the nшnerical shock wave velocity. 
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Figure 4.2: Shock spmi, of experiment 5 as а function of the posi.ti.an relatiie to tk throat. 

In figures 4.2 and 4.3, some other experiments are represented, with different initial hщnidities. It 

is clear that the disturbances are visualised more upstream f or the higher initial hщnidities. 

Furthermore, the disturbances can Ье followed during their travel into the subsonic regiori of the 

nozzle. It is also clear that these disturbances speed up (Ьесоmе more negative) as they enter the 

subsonic region, but as they approach the acoustic speed, they also become weaker. This 

observation is also predicted Ьу the numerical simulations and the non-linear model agrees with 

the simulation. 

In figure 4.3 the shock speeds during two periods are presented (experimental _ 1 and 

experimental _ 2) f or а hgh initial hщnidity. For these higher hщnidities, the shocks are weaker 

and it is harder to determine the position of the shocks. Тherefore, presenting two periods gives 

а better view of the situation. 
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Both experiments 5 and 10 show that the speed of the shock in the subsonic region of the nozzle 

tend to the speed of the acoustic disturbance. 1Ъis can Ье explained Ьу the realisation that the 

shock is moving in an area with an increasing cross-section. Тhе strength of the shock will 

theref ore decrease until the lower limit is reached. Another observation is that the nшnerical 

model agrees better with the experimental data for higher initial supersaturations. 
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Figure 4 .3: Slxx:k spe«i, о/ experDneпt 1 О as а funaian о/ the position rrdatiw t:o the throat. 

Тhе difference between the 310 К and 294 К series is the heat released during the experiment. 

For а lower temperature less water can Ье injected into the mixture, thus less water vapour will 

condense and consequently к will Ье lower. Another eff ect of а lower temperature is the lower 

nucleation rate and reduced growth rate of the droplets. Both these eff ects reduce the heat 

released f or а given initial supersaturation. Although there is this diff erence, the same 

observations made for the 31 О К series can Ье made for the 294 К series. 
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From figures 4.4 to 4.6, it can also Ье seen that the model the origin further downstream, the 

behaviour in the subsonic part matches the experiments. An explanation for the fact that shocks 

cannot Ье observed further downstream may Ье given Ьу the following reasoning. When the 

shocks are first generated in the supersonic part, they are merely pressure disturbances. These 

disturbances do not have а step-like behaviour of the pressure, but а more continuous pressure 

profile. Therefore, the variation in the second derivative of the pressure with х is too small to Ье 

visualised Ьу the shadowgraph experiment. When these disturbances travel upstream they steepen 

up and the pressure profile will become discontinuous. When this step in pressure has become 

steep enough the pressure disturbance is called а shock and it сап Ье visualised much better Ьу 

the shadowgraph set-up. 
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4. 2. 2 Frequmcy of the oIOllatmy blauiatr 

As mentioned earlier in this repшt, there is а self-sustained oscillatoty behaviour of the flow. Тhis 

behaviour is expressed Ьу periodically generated pressure disturbances. Тhе frequency of these 

upstrearn travelling pressure disturbances can Ье measured using the dynamic pressure sensor, 

upstrearn of the test section. Furtheпnore, the frequency can Ье determined from the high-speed 

photography results. With the non-linear model an estimate of the oscillation frequency can Ье 

predicted. From the initial vapour density and the latent heat of water an estimate of к can Ье 

made using (2.35). Тhis к is used to predict the initial shock velocity, which is used to predict the 

frequency using equation (2.36) with l calculated from the numerical simulations as described in 

subsection 2.5.2 for the experiments depicted in the previous subsection. Finally, the frequency is 

also found from the numerical simulations. Тhese frequencies are plotted in figure 4.7 
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From figures 4.7 and 4.8 it is clear that the periodicity of the Кistler signal and the high-speed 

photography agree f or the higher relative humidities but not for the lower ones. For the lower 

relative humidities, the flow looses its periodicity and tends to а stationary solution. lt is also clear 

that the numerical simulations predict the frequencies well for both temperatures. The model 

however predicts а little too high frequencies for the lower temperature. lt is stated here that the 

model only gives а rough estimate of the frequency. 
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4. 2.3 Transitiana/, ngime 1:еш:шz stwly and unsteдdy jIOw 

In the transitional regime between the steady state, i.e. а stationaiy shock upstream of the 

position of the heat release, and а periodically upstream travelling shock wave, the flow shows an 

intennediate solution (see figure 4.8). Here both steady and unsteady effects сап Ье seen in the 

flow. An upstream travelling shock is altemated with а situation where а second wave travels to 

an upstream stationaiy shock. In figure 4.8 the diamonds represent the 'nonnal' periodically 

moving shock. 1Ъis shock at first travels noпnally through the throat. Then it 'jumps' back to the 

throat and becomes stationaiy. Now another wave is fonned and this 'second' wave, which is 

represented Ьу the squares, moves to the stationaiy shock. When these two shocks meet they 

both dissolve and а new shock is f onned in the supersonic region. 1Ъis shock then starts to travel 

upstream again and the whole cycle starts а11 over. А remark has to Ье made here that in these 

situations the periodicity is not so clear, because the stationaiy situation is sometimes skipped. 

Furthennore, these processes take place within millimetres from the throat so it is hard to see the 

difference between а stationaiy shock wave and the ones that travel а few millimetres through the 

throat. 
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Figure 4.8: (x,t)-plot of the shocks trarelling during ап experiment in the transitiona/, regDne. 

4.3 Holographic interferometry 

In this section, some images of the improved holographic interferometry set-up will Ье shown. 

The four white dots оп the pictures are the four alignment holes of the nozzle that serve as а 

reference for positioning. Also, now the boundaiy layers are clearly visiЫe, which could not Ье 

observed with the pevious set-up. 
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Figure 4.9: PhotlYgraphi,c ~ of the ho/иgrt1m of experimmt 60, 

То= 292.ОК, So = 17.1%,ро=1 atm. 

Figure 4.1 О: PhotlYgraphi,c ima~ of the holugrt1m of experimmt 61, 

То= 292.5 К, So = 32.1 %,ро = 1 atm. 

Figure 4.11: PhotlYgraphi.c ima~ of the hoW;J-t1m of experimmt 64, 

То= 292.5 К, So = 73.0 %,ро = 1 atm. 
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CJJapter 5: Condu.sians 

Chapter 5: Conclusions 

• From а non-linear model for tшsteady heat release in compressiЬle flows, it was fotшd that 

both upstream and downstream travelling shock waves are generated. Тhе upstream wave is 

always stronger than the downstream one. Тhis was experimentally confirmed. 

• Тhе strength of the upstream moving shock wave has been related to the local Mach number 

of the flow where it was formed and to the relative amotшt of heat release. From the 

numerical simulations the position of the onset of condensation was determined. It was 

fotшd that the Mach number at the origin of the disturbance lies between Morf,in = 1.05 for 

high initial humidities and Marigin = 1.15 for low initial humidities. Тhis gives us а range of 

local Mach numbers at which condensation in the experimental situation will take place. 

• Experimentally it was confmned that the strength of the upstream travelling shock wave 

decreases as it travels into the subsonic region of the nozzle. The trajectory of the shock 

tends to that of an acoustic wave when propagating upstream. 

• Тhе holographic interferometry has been redesigned. Тhе new set-up has greatly improved 

the quality of the holograms. For example, it is now possiЬle to see the botшdary layers. 
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